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The Bike Repair Book – Gerard Janssen 

"Cycling is more popular than ever before: it's healthy, it's cheap and it's better for the environment. 

People are dusting off their bicycles both for convenience and exercise, or investing in new models. But 

what do you do if things go wrong with your bike? Most bike problems don't require a visit to a specialist 

- you can fix it yourself with the right set of a spanners and a little know-how. The Bike Repair Book is 

your one-stop shop for fixing all bike-related issues, from punctured tires, brake and gear problems, to broken chains. 

Illustrated with clear graphics and step-by-step instructions, you'll save money and time by repairing your bicycle 

yourself." 

Come Fly the World: The Jet-Age Story of the Women of Pan Am – Julia Cooke 

"Glamour, danger, liberation: in a Mad Men -era of commercial flight, Pan Am World Airways attracted 

the kind of young woman who wanted out, and wanted up. Required to have a college education, speak 

two languages, and possess the political savvy of a Foreign Service officer, a jet-age stewardess 

serving on iconic Pan Am between 1966 and 1975 also had to be between 5′3" and 5′9", between 105 

and 140 pounds, and under 26 years of age at the time of hire. Cooke's intimate storytelling weaves 

together the real-life stories of a memorable cast of characters, from small-town girl Lynne Totten, a 

science major who decided life in a lab was not for her, to Hazel Bowie, one of the relatively few Black 

stewardesses of the era, as they embraced the liberation of their new jet-set life. Cooke brings to light 

the story of Pan Am stewardesses' role in the Vietnam War, as the airline added runs from Saigon to 

Hong Kong for planeloads of weary young soldiers straight from the battlefields, who were off for five days of R&R, and 

then flown back to war. Finally, with Operation Babylift--the dramatic evacuation of 2,000 children during the fall of 

Saigon--the book's special cast of stewardesses unites to play an extraordinary role on the world stage." 

Cosmic Queries: StarTalk's Guide to Who We Are, How We Got Here, and Where We're Going – Neil deGrasse 

Tyson, with James Trefil 

"In this thought-provoking follow-up to his acclaimed StarTalk book, uber astrophysicist Neil deGrasse 

Tyson tackles the world's most important philosophical questions about the universe with wit, wisdom, 

and cutting-edge science. For science geeks, space and physics nerds, and all who want to understand 

their place in the universe, this enlightening new book from Neil deGrasse Tyson offers a unique take 

on the mysteries and curiosities of the cosmos, building on rich material from his beloved StarTalk 

podcast. In these illuminating pages, illustrated with dazzling photos and revealing graphics, Tyson and 

co-author James Trefil, a renowned physicist and science popularizer, take on the big questions that 

humanity has been posing for millennia--How did life begin? What is our place in the universe? Are we 

alone?--and provide answers based on the most current data, observations, and theories. Populated 

with paradigm-shifting discoveries that help explain the building blocks of astrophysics, this relatable and entertaining 

book will engage and inspire readers of all ages, bring sophisticated concepts within reach, and offer a window into the 

complexities of the cosmos. For all who loved National Geographic's StarTalk with Neil deGrasse Tyson, Cosmos: 

Possible Worlds, and Space Atlas, this new book will take them on more journeys into the wonders of the universe and 

beyond." 

The Daughters of Kobani: A Story of Rebellion, Courage, and Justice – Gayle Tzemach Lemmon 

"The extraordinary story of the women who took on the Islamic State and won. In 2014, northeastern 

Syria might have been the last place you would expect to find a revolution centered on women's rights. 

And yet that year, an all-female militia faced off against ISIS in a little town few had ever heard of. The 

Islamic State by then had swept across vast swaths of the country, taking town after town and 

spreading terror as the civil war burned all around it. From that unlikely showdown in the town of Kobani 

emerged a fighting force that would wage war against ISIS across northern Syria as partner of the 

United States. In the process, these women would spread their own political vision, determined to make 

women's equality a reality by fighting--house by house, street by street, town by town--the men who 

bought and sold women. Based on years of on-the-ground reporting, The Daughters of Kobani is the 

unforgettable story of the women of the Kurdish militia that improbably became part of the world's best hope for stopping 

ISIS in Syria. Over hundreds of hours of interviews, bestselling author Gayle Tzemach Lemmon introduces us to the 

women fighting on the front lines, determined to not only extinguish the terror of ISIS but also prove that women could 

lead in war and must enjoy equal rights come the peace. In helping to cement the territorial defeat of ISIS, whose 



savagery toward women astounded the world, these women played a central role in neutralizing the threat the group 

posed worldwide. In the process, they earned the respect--and significant military support--of U.S. Special Operations 

Forces. Rigorously reported and powerfully told, The Daughters of Kobani shines a light on a group of women intent on 

not only defeating the Islamic State on the battlefield but also changing women's lives in their corner of the Middle East 

and beyond."-- Provided by publisher. 

Easy Knits for Beautiful Yarns: 21 Shawls, Hats, Sweaters & More Designed to Showcase Special Yarns – Toby 

Roxane Barna 

"Drawn to a beautiful, unique yarn, but not sure what to do with it? Look no further. Gorgeous hand-

dyed, variegated, self-striping, speckled, and other fun yarns abound for the knitter today, but sometimes 

the color variations and changes can make it difficult to find patterns that allow the yarn to shine. 

Oftentimes, the simpler the pattern, the more the yarn gets to take center stage. With this in mind, Toby 

designed all of the pieces in this book--hats, shawls, mittens, sweaters, and more--to let the yarn be the 

main feature. The 25 designs are written at a level for the motivated knitter who has made a scarf or two 

and is ready to move on to something a little more interesting and unique. Sidebars with photos and 

notes explain techniques that may be unfamiliar to beginners so that you can fearlessly make any piece. 

More experienced knitters can relax into these patterns and enjoy their showcase yarn as it slides along their needles and 

becomes a masterpiece of color." 

The Hill We Climb: An Inaugural Poem for the Country – Amanda Gorman 

"On January 20, 2021, Amanda Gorman became the sixth and youngest poet to deliver a poetry reading 

at a presidential inauguration. Taking the stage after the 46th president of the United States, Joe Biden, 

Gorman captivated the nation and brought hope to viewers around the globe. Her poem "The Hill We 

Climb: An Inaugural Poem for the Country" can now be cherished in this special gift edition. Including an 

enduring foreword by Oprah Winfrey, this keepsake celebrates the promise of America and affirms the 

power of poetry." 

 

Laziness Does Not Exist: A Defense of the Exhausted, Exploited, and Overworked – Devon Price, Ph.D. 

"From social psychologist Dr. Devon Price, a fascinating and thorough examination of what they call the 

"laziness lie"--which falsely tells us we are not working or learning hard enough--filled with practical and 

accessible advice for overcoming society's pressure to "do more." Extra-curricular activities. Honors 

classes. 60-hour work weeks. Side hustles. Like many Americans, Dr. Devon Price believed that 

productivity was the best way to measure self-worth. Price was an overachiever from the start, 

graduating from both college and graduate school early, but that success came at a cost. After Price 

was diagnosed with a severe case of anemia and heart complications from overexertion, they were 

forced to examine the darker side of all this productivity. Laziness Does Not Exist explores the 

psychological underpinnings of the "laziness lie," including its origins from the Puritans and how it has 

continued to proliferate as digital work tools have blurred the boundaries between work and life. Using in-depth research, 

Price explains that people today do far more work than nearly any other humans in history yet most of us often still feel we 

are not doing enough. Dr. Price offers science-based reassurances that productivity does not determine a person's worth 

and suggests that the solution to problems of overwork and stress lie in resisting the pressure to do more and instead 

learn to embrace doing enough. Featuring interviews with researchers, consultants, and experiences from real people 

drowning in too much work, Laziness Does Not Exist encourages us to let go of guilt and become more attuned to our 

own limitations and needs and resist the pressure to meet outdated societal expectations." 

100 Poems to Break Your Heart – Edward Hirsch 

"Implicit in poetry is the idea that we are enriched by heartbreaks, by the recognition and understanding 

of suffering--not just our own suffering but also the pain of others. We are not so much diminished as 

enlarged by grief, by our refusal to vanish, or to let others vanish, without leaving a record. And poets 

are people who are determined to leave a trace in words, to transform oceanic depths of feeling into art 

that speaks to others. In 100 Poems to Break Your Heart, poet and advocate Edward Hirsch selects 

100 poems, from the nineteenth century to the present, and illuminates them, unpacking context and 

references to help the reader fully experience the range of emotion and wisdom within these poems. 

For anyone trying to process grief, loneliness, or fear, this collection of poetry will be your guide in trying 

times." 



100 Years of Fashion – Cally Blackman 

"This book documents in pictures the most exciting and diverse period in fashion: from 1900 to today, 

covering high society, uniforms, sportswear, streetwear, and couture. It will appeal to everyone with an 

interest in fashion as well as students Over 400 photographs and illustrations, many published for the 

first time, tell the stylish story of a fashion revolution." 

 

 

Probable Impossibilities: Musings on Beginnings and Endings – Alan Lightman 

"From the acclaimed author of Einstein's Dreams, a collection of meditative essays on the possibilities--

and impossibilities--of nothingness and infinity, and how our place in the cosmos falls somewhere in 

between. Can space be divided into smaller and smaller units, ad infinitum? Does space extend to 

larger and larger regions, on and on to infinity? Is consciousness reducible to the material brain and its 

neurons? What was the origin of life, and can biologists create life from scratch in the lab? Physicist 

and novelist Alan Lightman, whom The Washington Post has called "the poet laureate of science 

writers," explores these questions and more--from the anatomy of a smile to the capriciousness of 

memory to the specialness of life in the universe to what came before the Big Bang. Probable 

Impossibilities is a deeply engaged consideration of what we know of the universe, of life and the mind, and of things 

vastly larger and smaller than ourselves." 

Remember: The Science of Memory and the Art of Forgetting – Lisa Genova 

"Have you ever felt a crushing wave of panic when you can't for the life of you remember the name of 

that actor in the movie you saw last week, or you walk into a room only to forget why you went there in 

the first place? If you're over forty, you're probably not laughing. You might even be worried that these 

lapses in memory could be an early sign of Alzheimer's or dementia. In reality, for the vast majority of 

us, these examples of forgetting are completely normal. Why? Because while memory is amazing, it is 

far from perfect. Our brains aren't designed to remember every name we hear, plan we make, or day 

we experience. Just because your memory sometimes fails doesn't mean it's broken or succumbing to 

disease. Forgetting is actually part of being human. In Remember, neuroscientist and acclaimed 

novelist Lisa Genova delves into how memories are made and how we retrieve them. You'll learn 

whether forgotten memories are temporarily inaccessible or erased forever and why some memories are built to exist for 

only a few seconds (like a passcode) while others can last a lifetime (your wedding day). You'll come to appreciate the 

clear distinction between normal forgetting (where you parked your car) and forgetting due to Alzheimer's (that you own a 

car). And you'll see how memory is profoundly impacted by meaning, emotion, sleep, stress, and context. Once you 

understand the language of memory and how it functions, its incredible strengths and maddening weaknesses, its natural 

vulnerabilities and potential superpowers, you can both vastly improve your ability to remember and feel less rattled when 

you inevitably forget. You can set educated expectations for your memory, and in doing so, create a better relationship 

with it. You don't have to fear it anymore. And that can be life-changing." 

The Soul of a Woman – Isabel Allende 

”When I say that I was a feminist in kindergarten, I am not exaggerating," begins Isabel Allende. As a 

child, she watched her mother, abandoned by her husband, provide for her three small children without 

"resources or voice." Isabel became a fierce and defiant little girl, determined to fight for the life her 

mother couldn't have. As a young woman coming of age in the late 1960s, she rode the second wave of 

feminism. Among a tribe of like-minded female journalists, Allende for the first time felt comfortable in 

her own skin, as they wrote "with a knife between our teeth" about women's issues. She has seen what 

the movement has accomplished in the course of her lifetime. And over the course of three passionate 

marriages, she has learned how to grow as a woman while having a partner, when to step away, and 

the rewards of embracing one's sexuality. So what feeds the soul of feminists--and all women--today? 

To be safe, to be valued, to live in peace, to have their own resources, to be connected, to have control over our bodies 

and lives, and above all, to be loved. On all these fronts, there is much work yet to be done, and this book, Allende hopes, 

will "light the torches of our daughters and granddaughters with mine. They will have to live for us, as we lived for our 

mothers, and carry on with the work still left to be finished." 

 



The Sum of Us: What Racism Costs Everyone and How We Can Prosper Together – Heather McGhee 

"Heather McGhee's specialty is the American economy--and the mystery of why it so often fails the 

American public. From the financial crisis to rising student debt to collapsing public infrastructure, she 

found a common root problem: racism. But not just in the most obvious indignities for people of color. 

Racism has costs for white people, too. It is the common denominator of our most vexing public 

problems, the core dysfunction of our democracy and constitutive of the spiritual and moral crises that 

grip us all. But how did this happen? And is there a way out? McGhee embarks on a deeply personal 

journey across the country from Maine to Mississippi to California, tallying what we lose when we buy 

into the zero-sum paradigm--the idea that progress for some of us must come at the expense of others. 

Along the way, she meets white people who confide in her about losing their homes, their dreams, and 

their shot at better jobs to the toxic mix of American racism and greed. This is the story of how public goods in this 

country--from parks and pools to functioning schools--have become private luxuries; of how unions collapsed, wages 

stagnated, and inequality increased; and of how this country, unique among the world's advanced economies, has 

thwarted universal healthcare. But in unlikely places of worship and work, McGhee finds proof of what she calls the 

Solidarity Dividend: gains that come when people come together across race, to accomplish what we simply can't do on 

our own. The Sum of Us is a brilliant analysis of how we arrived here: divided and self-destructing, materially rich but 

spiritually starved and vastly unequal. McGhee marshals economic and sociological research to paint an irrefutable story 

of racism's costs, but at the heart of the book are the humble stories of people yearning to be part of a better America, 

including white supremacy's collateral victims: white people themselves. With startling empathy, this heartfelt message 

from a Black woman to a multiracial America leaves us with a new vision for a future in which we finally realize that life 

can be more than a zero-sum game." 

350+ Crochet: Tips, Techniques, and Trade Secrets – Jane Eaton 

"Give a professional finish to your crochet garments and accessories with this indispensable 

compendium of technical know-how and troubleshooting tips. Techniques are organized in the order that 

you'd need them as you work through a project, from choosing the right yarn to looking after your 

finished garment. Step-by-step photographs, diagrams, and clear instructions guide you through each 

stage of your work, or you can dip in for help with a particular problem. Discover how to substitute yarns 

and accurately estimate the amount required, adapt patterns to create tailor-made garments, and 

lengthen an existing piece with trims and edgings. From basic chain stitches to filet crochet, there's 

advice for all kinds of stitches, mixing and matching, and dealing with gauge variations. You'll also find 

plenty of inspiration for adding an extra-special touch to your work using beaded embellishments and surface crochet!" 

350+ Knitting: Tips, Techniques, and Trade Secrets – Betty Barnden 

"Give a stylish finish to your knitted garments and accessories with this essential compendium of 

knitting know-how. Over 350 tips, techniques, and secrets are explained and illustrated with clear step-

by-step photographs and diagrams. Discover how to read patterns and charts, choose color and yarns, 

mix and match stitch patterns, and adapt designs for the perfect fit. All kinds of stitches abound, from 

stockinette stitch and ribbing, to lace, Fair Isle, cables, and intarsia work. This book explains all the 

techniques you'll need in the order you'll need them, from casting on and joining in yarns, to shaping, 

and adding buttonholes, pockets, and embellishments. Plus, "Try It" and "Fix It" panels suggest ways of 

practicing and developing new skills and avoiding or correcting common knitting errors." 


